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Measurement range: 0,1g-3000g with only 0,01% deviation. Not recommended 
for high precision measurements like gold or jewelry. 



Operating the scale
A: Weighing Funtion
1. Turn on the scale by pressing “Power Button”.
2. Place objects onto the weighing platform gently. 
3. Wait a couple seconds for the display to stabilize 
before taking a weight reading.

Weighing Platform

Power Button

Unit Toggle Button

LCD Display

PCS

Zero / Tare Button

Big Weighing Tray

Small Weighing Tray

Battery

Place items to be weighted on the central 
platform

Switch the scale on or off

Toggle measurement units between 
g/gn/ct/oz/ozt/dwt

Display weight, unit and mode

Intelligently count pieces

Reset display to zero

Hold items to be weighted

Hold items to be weighted

Two AAA size alkaline batteries
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B: Zero or Tare Function
1. Press the “T” button at any time to re-zero the scale.
2. Place a tray (eg. big/small weighing tray) on the 
weighing platform, press the “T” button before 
adding other items, display will only read the net 
weight of contents without tray. 

C: Pieces Counting Function 
1. Precondition: All items are of the same weight.
2. Hold down the “PCS” button, the display will initially 
read 25 with PCS blinking in the top left corner, 
which indicates entering counting mode.
3. Press the “M” button and display will read numbers 
among 25/50/60/75/100. Select the sample 
number of items you wish to weigh and count.
4. After placing the same amount of items on the 
platform, press “PCS” to confirm.
5. Remove above sample items.
6. You can now place any quantity of items, display 
will read pieces rather than weight. 



Support
For any inquiries or comments concerning our products, 
please send an email to support@Inateck.com, and 
we will respond to you as soon as possible. 

Notes
1. Always gently place objects onto the weighing 
platform. When an applied load exceeds the 
capacity," EEEE" will appear on the display. Remove 
the excessive load immediately!
2. Any tarred value or a value left in memory will be 
displayed as a negative number once all weight is 
removed from the unit.
3. Only operate the scale on a flat and level surface, 
free from vibrations and drafts to get a precise 
measurement.
4. When storing your scale, never load the scale with 
more than the maximum capacity even if it is 
power off.
5. If there are significant differences in measurement 
of the same object, please restart the device by 
pressing the On/Off button.
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